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Synopsis
Her cell phone is dead and she has no idea where she is.
After a bad fall in the river, 16 year-old Sophia suddenly finds herself in
nineteenth century Kansas. She struggles to adjust to new food, new

entertainment and a new family. She is still a twenty-first century Muslim
girl, though, so slavery is intolerable and the way First Nations peoples

are treated is unacceptable. Sophia copes the best she can as she tries to
understand how she got there, how she can help those she's met, and if
she will ever get back.
Sophia's Journal is a fresh take on a pivotal moment in American history.
Filled with adventure, romance and self-discovery, it offers a glimpse
into a world half-forgotten, from a vantage point like no other.

Praise for Sophia’s Journal
“The characters in the story are well developed and the sense of

adventure and self-discovery are greatly inspiring…. Najiyah Diana

Maxfield intersperses the daily rhythms and gentle practices of the
world’s Muslims into this thoughtful coming-of-age tale.” – Valarie
Budayr, Co-Founder of Multicultural Children’s Book Day

“Seeing a strong Muslimah lead in a quality entertaining book that is

tactfully done is such a rare find…. I love how strong Sophia is with her
deen, her convictions about slavery, her determination to help others,
and to learn.” – Notes from an Islamic School Librarian

“Maxfield creates an entertaining and educational text that should

become a staple in middle and high school reading courses, as she tells
the story of the prairie experience with a fresh, inclusive voice that is

sure to resonate with teen readers today.” – Jonita Davis, Blotterature
Literary Journal

"Quite simply, an excellent read." - J.M. Hayes, author of the Mad Dog
and Englishman series

"Finally, a well-written novel about a teenage Muslim!" -Freeda C.
Shamma, Curriculum Consultant

Sophia’s Journal in the Schools
Sophia’s Journal is a unique essential for any children’s library looking to
provide a well-rounded global education, and for middle school

classrooms where diversity, historical accuracy, and themes of inclusion

are valued. Muslim children will be excited to see themselves reflected in
Sophia’s character, and getting to know her will introduce non-Muslim
students to an average Muslim character, a step that is vital in helping

younger generations push back against Islamophobia. Sophia’s Journal

includes a glossary of Arabic words for non-Arabic speaking readers as
well as a glossary of 1850’s vocabulary. Culinarily-inclined students can
even cook dishes mentioned in the book by following the included
1850’s recipes!

Author’s Note
As we grow up in the American school system, we are often exposed to our
history via one or two viewpoints, which, over time, have come to form what we
refer to as the Master Narrative. We experience things like Westward
expansion, slavery and the colonization of First Nations peoples from the point
of view of those who were doing the expanding, enslaving and colonizing.
Sophia's Journal is an attempt to broaden that experience, both by fleshing out
non-white characters and by treating Sophia's presence as a Muslim American
as a natural part of the story - in both the present and the past. I hope it will
provoke reflection about American history, the meaning of belonging, the
definition of courage, and the importance of our relationships with each other.
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